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We have been looking forward to this week with so much anticipation
and we have not been disappointed! Indeed, we have had such a special
few days welcoming back all those staff and children who have been
teaching and learning, remotely from home. Mrs Mitchell, Mrs Wynn
and I have taken much delight in seeing our parents at the Gates,
albeit from a distance and hearing the happy chatter and buzz in the
corridors once more. We hope that before too long, we will be able to
see more of our grandparents and wider community; we miss you and
wish you all well.
The majority of boys and girls seem to have walked straight back in,
almost seamlessly taking off from where they left off, adjusting to
the routines and expectations with ease. However, we completely
understand that for some of our children it will take a little longer to
settle in and I would like to reassure you that this is normal and to be
expected. The recent months have presented us all, including the
children, with a number of challenges and the impact of this cannot
be underestimated.

We continue to offer the pupils plenty of reassurance and to help
them understand that whilst we still need to be very careful, the
situation is improving, that there is light at the end of the tunnel and
that the recent Lockdown and the roll out of the vaccine are making a
real difference. Indeed, despite all the control measures we have put
into place to keep everyone as safe as possible, in many ways it is
business as usual.
The burst of warm, sunny weather on Tuesday almost lulled us into a
false sense of security but we were soon brought back to reality with
the windy weather and heavy, downbursts of rain. Well done, to our
Sports Department who have soldiered on and it has been really super
to see them back in action. I had not realised that I had missed the
constant sound of the whistle! Reception R were also caught in one of
the heaviest showers in their PE lesson and despite running back to
their classroom base were more than a little wet!
Our peripatetic Music teachers have swung back into action in School
and whilst I know many of them have managed to continue teaching
virtually, it is super to hear music wafting out of their teaching spaces.
Mrs Huckle, one of our LAMDA teachers made the most of the good
weather earlier in the week as her lessons resumed on site. I had the
perfect viewing point from my Study window and I was a little
distracted as I took time to watch the pupils, engaged and having so
much fun.
Indeed, that almost sums up the week. The pupils have been engaged
and had lots of fun. It goes without saying that we are working very
hard to ensure the transition back to ‘normal’ School life is as smooth
as possible. My thanks go to the staff, who once again have gone way
more than the extra mile to make sure that it is full steam ahead. As
Heidi, Y3 has just told me, the best thing has been seeing all our
friends again and doing all our work. Well done, everyone. A super
first week back.
I look forward to seeing you at the Gate on Monday morning. In the
meantime, have a super weekend.
Mrs Jane Whittingham
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This afternoon the following Headmistress’ Award and Commendations were presented during
Assembly:
Headmistress’ Awards
Yasmin (Y6) – For writing a book on increasing girls’ confidence and self-esteem and
engaging with Sarah Williams of the Tough Girl podcast.
Commendations
Heidi (Y3) – For drawing a pug with lots of wonderful accessories
Emily (Y6) – For Illustrating a book on improving girls’ confidence and self-esteem and
showing excellent collaboration skills
Lucy (Y1) – For a beautiful paining of a robin
Evelyn (Y2) – For some brilliant descriptive sentences in English
Pull It Out the Bag
Aubrey (Y2) – For really thinking about the presentation of his work
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The Kindness Bucket
Name

Act of Kindness

Lochlan (Y1)
Alexa (Y3)

For acting very kindly when noticing a friend was hurt
For making Chinese New Year packets for all of Year 3

NOTES FROM MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEAD
This week marked International Women’s week
and across the school the children recognised
some very inspirational people including, Amy
Johnson CBE. Amy, was a pioneering English pilot
who was the first woman to fly solo from London
to Australia in 1930.
Just like Amy, all the children have shown courage, bravery and resilience during their remote
learning and have taken the leap back into the school buildings with outstanding adaptability. It
is normal for all children (and adults) to have different emotions on the return.
Rather like being at a swimming pool; some of us go straight in and
want to dive off the top board, whilst others like to just dip our toes
in to have an initial sample. We have explained to the children that
each and every one of those feelings holds true and is unique to us
and that it is quite normal to feel these. The children have been
absolutely outstanding and have settled in like ‘ducks to water.’
We have reiterated the importance of looking after their
physical and mental wellbeing and reminded them about
that special number five; having five people they can talk
to.
Just like Amy, the children have flown this week!
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This week the children were invited to take part in a wellbeing questionnaire to
give their voice. There was some incredibly helpful feedback. The children
overwhelmingly felt safe in school and their number one joy for returning was
‘being with their friends.’
Mrs Mitchell

PRE-PREP NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The boys, girls and teachers in Year 1 have been so excited to be back together again in school.
There was great anticipation ahead of Monday’s reunion and the atmosphere has been buzzing
all week. In English, the children loved listening to a version of the Three Little Pigs, with a
cunning twist – there were Three Little Wolves! In Maths, the children have been learning to
tell the time to the nearest hour and half hour. They estimated how long a minute was – there
was a wide range of guesses! In Science, the children walked around the school, looking at the
different materials used to construct the buildings. The classroom was home to a group of spies
this week in Drama and the children had to find Mr Parton’s lost object. The boys and girls
began to learn about tag rugby and took advantage of a beautiful – if a little cold – morning.
They were very active in the hall, for their gymnastics lesson, creating moves and stretches to
upbeat music.
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It is wonderful to be back in the classroom with all of Year 2. The excitement and joy was so
lovely to witness on Monday morning as the children were reunited, and we made the most of
the beautiful weather on Monday and Tuesday with some outside lessons. In English we began
looking at Mrs Armitage on Wheels and the children wrote some excellent character
descriptions of Mrs Armitage. Year 2 then retold the story in their own words, focusing on using
a range of connectives to enhance their writing. In Maths we have been working on our
understanding of fractions, specifically finding halves and quarters of shapes and numbers. In
Geography we continued with our work on Tocuaro, comparing school life in England to their
school day in Mexico. During Enrichment the children were busy becoming engineers in their
STEM lesson and focusing on meditation in their mindfulness session. A few children even
drifted off for a few minutes as they were so relaxed!

Mrs Hillery
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EYFS NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The Nursery children have had a fantastic week and have loved seeing new faces around the
school when playing. They have made the most of the sunshine and have been playing outside as
well as starting some Easter activities. The children have been making Easter cards, going on a
spring walk and threading an Easter shape. The children will continue with the Easter activities
next week.

What a busy week we have had in Kindergarten! The children have loved seeing their friends
who return after home learning, and it has been great to have Mrs Pereira back in the classroom,
we have missed you all! The children have continued to make some surprises for their Mummies
for Mother’s Day and are excited to take them home. In the classroom, the children have
enjoyed making experiments, including a tornado in a bottle and finding out what happens when
you put a raisin in lemonade! Outside, the children have really enjoyed riding the bikes, playing
with the hoops, and playing on the curly slide!

What a special week it has been for all of us in Reception! It is so wonderful to be back and to
see all of the children’s smiley faces. Any butterflies quickly disappeared once they were
immersed in play with their friends. We have enjoyed circle times where the children have
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discussed their feelings about being back at school, and we have talked about what they are
excited about, as well as any concerns that they may have. We have organised lots of small group
activities throughout the week to encourage and develop their personal, social and emotional
skills to support the transition back to school. We have also enjoyed spending 1-2-1 time with
the children this week, hearing about their adventures and learning with you at home. We will
continue to embrace this area of their learning development over the coming weeks.
In Maths we have been revisiting our learning of days of the week, telling the time and number
work through some fun practical activities. The children have loved playing games of ‘What’s
the time Mr Wolf’, Days of the week Quizzes and hopscotch, as well as making their own clocks
and enjoying some mental maths sessions.
Everyone is pleased to meet Rory our resident T-Rex who lives in our cloakroom, who had a very
interesting journey in the front of Mrs Ranger’s car to join us at school. The children have also
been so captivated by our dino egg, kindly donated by Harry, and we have been making daily
observations noting the changes of the egg as it has hatched over the past week!
In English we have been learning lots of facts from non-fiction books about dinosaurs, and we
explored how to use an Index in a fact book, as well as how to label a dinosaur. Now that the
boys and girls are so good at writing, they have been enjoying free writing, and had fun creating
back to school posters.
We look forward to another fabulous week!

Mrs Hillery
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CELEBRATIONS
The following boys and girls were proud to be awarded a certificate for Pupil of the
Week:
RR – Arthur – For super reading skills
RR – Tom – For being kind and helpful to his friends
RE –Uma – For showing wonderful confidence with her communication and language skills
RE – Andrey – For a well thought out explanation of labelling when learning about non-fiction
1G – Benaiah – For greater focus and completing more work independently
1G – Joceyln – For excellent attitude and enthusiasm for reading
1H –Jason – For amazing counting in 4s with Mrs Whittingham
1H – Dexter – For making excellent progress in Maths
2B – Nikolai – For returning with an excellent attitude towards his work
2P – Matilda – For coming back to school with an excellent positive attitude

CURRICULUM INFORMATION
MATHS
It has been so lovely to see all the children back and happy. They have enjoyed challenging
themselves with a variety of Maths puzzles this week.
Year 4 now know about consecutive numbers and had a go at making all the numbers up to 20
using 2 or 3 consecutive numbers. It was interesting to note which numbers couldn’t be made!
In Year 5 we read the Maths story of ‘The Knights of the Round Table’. This introduced the
names for the parts of a circle. Year 5’s had great fun using a pair of compasses to draw a circle.
They will always remember Sir Cumference, Lady Di of Ameter and their son Radius!
Following on with the theme of shape, Year 6 investigated border and tile patterns drawn on
squared paper and drew some beautiful designs. We have then moved on to extending their
knowledge of Venn Diagrams.
Mrs Alcock

ENGLISH
What a week it has been! The children’s enthusiasm
their friends and teachers has been wonderful! The
seeing in real life all of the amazing work they have
showcase the huge effort they put in to the tasks
learning.
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Last week’s World Book Day seems a long time ago already, but we have enjoyed seeing all of
the photos that have been sent in. From writing William Shakespeare’s CV to creating edible
portraits of the Bard himself, the children took part in a range of activities to celebrate the
day. A particular highlight of the day were the inspiring Shakespeare Explorer workshops
delivered by the Children in the West End Theatre company. The children benefited enormously
from the lively and interactive presentation of both the plot and the characters of ‘Twelfth
Night’ and ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’.

Back in the classroom, Year 6 is thoroughly engrossed in the intricate plot webbing in ‘Holes’ and
seeing their reactions to revelations has been fantastic. The ‘Eureka!’ moments never seem
commonplace. The text has also provoked interesting and thoughtful conversations about racial
discrimination, not only in Texas in the time when the book is set, but also further afield and
nearer to home. Although already familiar with the story of Rosa Parks, the children were
fascinated to learn of the Bristol Bus Boycott in the UK in the 1960s.
Year 5 pupils continue to work through ‘The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe’ and the
excitement and tension are mounting as we learn that Aslan is on the move. They completed a
super piece of work on Antonyms and Synonyms using language from the book and have been
mastering perplexing spellings containing silent letters and also ‘-ant’ versus ‘-ent’ word endings.
In Year 4, pupils have been getting back to business; learning new spellings, reading to teachers
in person and consolidating various grammar and comprehension topics. A particularly exciting
lesson featured comparative and superlative adjectives. Indeed, as Mrs Whittingham says:
Good, Better Best
Never let it rest
Until your good is better
And your better BEST!
They have reached the peak of the story arc in ‘The Firework Maker’s Daughter’ and at the end
of the week, they will be making a prediction about how Lila and Lachland’s problem will be
resolved.
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George, Amaara and Henry received their
Poetry Competition prizes and were delighted
with the anthologies they were awarded.
Year 3 has had an exciting first week back in school. They have been learning about Imperative
Verbs and used these ‘bossy’ verbs to write a creative recipe for ice-cream….for pugs! Mr Parton
admits he has been quite tempted by some of them!
Please may I ask all families to check that they do not have any school
library books at home. We still have quite a few unreturned loan books
and it would be wonderful to make sure that the Library is fully stocked
again before the end of term in preparation for next term’s use.
Many thanks and wishing you all a lovely weekend.
Mrs Beach

SPORTS NEWS
It has been so lovely to have the children back in school enjoying PE and Sport. Alongside their
usual sports activities, they also focused on teamwork and communication skills. The weather
didn’t dampen our spirits and they played on with a smile on their faces.
Reception started with a warm-up, finding space and practiced moving around in lots of different
ways. They practiced ball skills including bouncing, throwing and catching. It was so lovely to see
them back with their friends running around in PE and practicing their skills.
Pre-Prep were straight back in with rugby, first remembering to put their tag belts on which
they did independently! They learned how to throw and catch a rugby ball, pass it to their team
mates, score a try and tag each other in a big game of tag. We have some very fast runners in
Pre-Prep who demonstrated an excellent dodge to avoid being tagged. Year 1 worked on ball
skills and demonstrated some excellent catching skills using the crazy catch. They also practiced
shooting, throwing, catching and running. Year 2 had their first netball lesson and demonstrated
excellent skills with footwork and even started throwing and catching on the move. They are
very excited for some House Netball in the last week of term.
Prep children enjoyed team building and communication skills in their first lesson back this term.
They have all returned with a renewed sense of independence which is so lovely to see. We
started our hockey season with many of the groups dribbling and passing in the first lesson. This
is a great achievement particularly for Year 3 and Year 4 who are completely new to hockey at
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St Hilary’s. Year 5 and Year 6 returned to the netball court with ease and they have maintained
their skills and were able to finish their lesson with a much anticipated game! Over the next
two weeks the focus will be on game play finishing with a House Netball competition in the final
week. Year 3 have made an early start with cricket in preparation for the Summer term and we
have some excellent cricket players in Year 3! Prep school will be staying on site over the next
three weeks to start their athletics training for the summer term.
It has been such a busy and focussed week for all the children. They have returned enthusiastic,
prepared to learn, buzzing and smiling in all their lessons!

Mrs McGuigan

WEEK’S MENU FOR w/c 15th March
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